
Hilarious scenes bring whale facts to life!
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Imagine if a blue whale

came to stay. . . 
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really

Join Blue Whale as she throws 
a party, sings karaoke and  
goes for a very long swim. 
Along the way, discover  
just how long, loud and  
huge she                    is!
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Blue whales are enormous  animals.

Blue whales swim       

loooooooong  
distances across  
the ocean.They look like f sh

, but whales

Imagine if a blue w
hale came to stay.are mammals, lik

e us.

What w
ould she do?



What if a blue whale 
went on holiday?
She would be 

too big 
to ft in the aeroplane!

Blue whales are also very heavy. 
They weigh the same as

40 elephants.

Blue whales grow to 33 
metres long. That’s about 
the length of an aeroplane!

Several jumbo jets might  
just be able to carry the  
weight of one whale.



Could a whale swim 
to the Moon?

That’s like swimming  
around the world  

25 times.

 It’s further than going to the

 
 

 
 

 Moon and back! 

During its long life, a blue                    
whale can swim about
one million kilometres.


